where x(t) is the solution of (1) with x(0) -0, and Π n is the set of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to n, which satisfy the condition P n (0) = 0, (or Pί(0) = 0). By (3), if s n , (or s*), is a sequence of positive constants such that lim^ooS^ = 0, (or lim^^εί = 0), then there exist sequences of polynomials P w , (or Pί), e Π n such that (4)
\\L(x) -L(P % )\\ ^μ n + ε % , \\L(x) -L{Pt)\\ v £ μ* + ε* , for every n -1, 2 . Our aim here is to show that, for quite a large class of equations of the type (1), it is possible to have the polynomials satisfying the first or the second of (4) converge uniformly, along with their derivatives, to the solution x(t) and its derivative respectively.
It should be noted that if the infimum in either one of (3) is attained for every n (and this is not always true), then we can choose ε n = 0, (or ε* = 0), n = 1, 2, , and consider in (4) only the equality sign. Thus, by use of (3), we obtain
and the sequences in the last member of (6) tend to zero, which shows the uniform convergence of L(P n (t)). We show next that the sequence P n is uniformly bounded on which, dividing by the last member and integrating from 0 to t^ 0, yields
which shows the uniform boundedness of
Wnit)] 1 * -1 = lu^Wl = \x(t) -P u (t)\
and, consequently, the uniform boundedness of the sequence P n . Now, we use the uniform boundedness of P n in order to show their convergence to the solution x(t). From (1) we obtain
\x(t) ~ P n {t)\ :g Γ \F n (s)\ds + Γ \Q(s, x(s) -Q(8, P n (s))\d8
Jo Jo {\x k~ι {t) + x h -\t)P n {t) + ... + Pt ι (t)\} independent of n, due to the uniform boundedness of the P Λ 's. Thus, an application of GronwalΓs inequality in (10) gives
x(t) -P n (t)\ =g ^ \F n (s)\ds).
e™ AK ^ Q o F n (t) dή e mAK .
Since the right side -* 0 as n -• ^o, this proves the uniform convergence of the sequence P n .
The proof of the uniform convergence of the derivatives of the P n 's follows from
Wit) -P:(t)\ <Ξ \L(x) -L(P.)\ + \Q(t, x) -Q(t, P.)Î

\F.(t)\ + A^l&it
and the final expression -> 0 as n -> oo. Case II (L p norm). Suppose that PI is a sequence of polynomials which satisfies the second of (4). Then (6) holds with P n replaced by P*, and || || by || || p , since the uniform convergence of The authors wish to thank the referee for some helpful suggestions.
